February 2016

A month of forward thinking

Last month we offered our predictions for the future of the IoT. This month, we’re excited to share our recently published Connected Living 2025 Report, which examines connectivity expectations of 1200 young people from around the world. The results reveal forward thinking attitudes on everything from connected cars and wearable health devices to mobile authentication and cashless societies. We’re looking forward to seeing the latest innovations in these sectors at Mobile World Congress. Please visit us in Hall 5, Stand 5A80 to experience our IoT, eCommerce and mPayment demos. Or request a consultation to learn how Gemalto can help you leverage the power of the IoT to reach your business goals.

Best regards,
Manfred Kube
Head of M2M Segment and Offer Marketing

Gemalto named one of the top five IoT security vendors

Leading industry research firm Technavio has named Gemalto as one of the top five IoT security vendors in the industry. Gemalto was selected for its comprehensive offering of hardware modules, reliable platforms and secure service solutions that connect and protect any and all M2M and IoT devices. Contact us today to schedule a security consultation and assessment.

Verizon certifies Cinterion ELS31 Cat. 1 Module

Speed time to market with the industry’s first Verizon certified Cat. 1 LTE solution! Gemalto’s award-winning Cinterion ELS31 is ideal for new solutions not dependent on sizzling speeds or huge bandwidth but that need the long lifetime that LTE can promise. Read more here!

New Available: Cinterion ELS61 Cat. 1 Module with fall-back to 2G & 3G plus Java

The second in our growing family of next gen LTE M2M products, the new Cinterion ELS61 is the world’s first Cat 1 M2M module offering fall-back to 2G and 3G networks. With Java embedded processing, it speeds time to market and lowers total cost of ownership for highly efficient LTE solutions. Learn more here.

European 112 Day celebrated on 211

On February 11 EU member states celebrated “European 112 Day”, a day dedicated to raising awareness of Europe’s single emergency services number. Regulations require all new cars in the EU to be equipped with life saving eCall technology by April 2018. Read our eCall brochure to learn how Gemalto’s award-winning solution can help you meet that goal. Download our eCall brochure here!

Tell us your predictions for the IoT!

We’ve offered our take and shared consumer thoughts, now we’d like to hear from you. What do you think is in store for M2M and the IoT? Take this quick trend spotting survey and tell us your predictions and we’ll publish the results in a future newsletter. Take the quiz here.

Optimizing Quality of Things with Gemalto’s new LinqUs Offering

Reliable connectivity is the keystone of successful IoT solutions. As billions of new things connect over mobile networks, Gemalto’s new LinqUs IoT Quality of Service (QoS) offering gives MNOs the tools they need to monitor smart objects in real time and deliver outstanding service to customers. Experience a LinqUs IoT QoS demo at Mobile World Congress. Learn more here.

Stay in touch with us through our blog. Follow us on: